Our Awards

"We often hear about how highly-ranked our program is and how prestigious it is, but I think the real value of our program lies in its collegial atmosphere."

- Donsub Rim, 2017 Graduate, Chu Assistant Professor at Columbia University

Applied Mathematics Tied with Princeton for the Top Spot in NRC Ranking

Our Doctoral program topped the NRC list of programs in the country. Learn more about our Applied Mathematics Ph.D. program.

CFRM 2020 QuantNet Ranking: #15

QuantNet's 2020 ranking of programs has again recognized our program as one of the top financial engineering MS degrees in the country.
Applied Mathematics MS online chosen as the best online master’s degree in applied mathematics for value

Our program has topped the online program list for value, student engagement, and faculty credentials. Learn more about UW Applied Mathematics Online program.

Amath earns Green Office Gold Certification

The UW Department of Sustainability has awarded Amath with Gold Level Certification to recognize our green office practices.

University of Washington Rankings

Explore the University of Washington and see where the University ranks among institutions world wide.
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